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Malta’s Spatial Data Infrastructure 

MITA is currently finalising the first iteration of a Natianal SDI (informally called geoportal) 

that shall initially support the Discovery and View services required by INSPIRE. Using an 

iterative approach, new services and capabilities shall be researched, prototyped and added 

to the geoportal.  

The technical infrastructure implementing the geoportal is based on open source products 

and installed using virtualisation technologies to maximise the resources of Government’s 

Data Centre.  

 

Architecture of the System and technologies used. 

 Open Source software products currently in use include: 

 Ubuntu Linux 

 Apache 

 TOMCAT 

 GEO Server 

 GEO Network 

 CURL 

 SAMBA 

 Quantum GIS 

 Postgress with PostGIS Extensions 
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An integral part of any SDI development is an agreement on the technical standards that 

form the basis for interoperability between the parties in the infrastructure. While creating 

the geoportal stack, special attention was given to verify that the chosen software 

components and approaches are inline with INSPIRE. For instance, the metadata files 

required for the Discovery service were first created through the official INSPIRE meta-data 

editor and then uploaded and tested on the stack's implementation of Geo Server. 

The virtualized prototype stack is available (for prototyping engineers and developers) at: 

 https://quality-mitts.gov.mt/sdi/geonetwork - used by data publishers and users to 

view and discover spatial data 

 https://quality-mitts.gov.mt/sdi/geoserver - used by data publishers to upload the 

necessary shape files and metadata in order to make the spatial data visible from 

GeoNetwork 

Data publishers across the Public Sector can also choose to offer their data using their own 

SDI as long as they use the standardised approaches expected by INSPIRE. 

Shortly the intention is to also start researching and prototyping the Download and 

Transformation services. 

 

http://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu/
http://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu/
https://quality-mitts.gov.mt/sdi/geonetwork
https://quality-mitts.gov.mt/sdi/geoserver

